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Navigating around New Street Station
Do the Wayfinding Isssues still exist?

0PROJECT DEMO
WAYFINDING ISSUES

New Street Station is the busiest Interchange 
outside of London, it’s a true hub of connectivity 
and networking. The original New Street Station 
with the Palisades Shopping Mall above was a 
catastrophic failure when dealing with the mass 
number of New Street rail passengers; It was not 
until 2015, when the newly refurbished New Street 
Grand Central opened, that navigation through the 
busy interchange began to improve. 

The new station brings light and open spaces 
into the once dark and confined station whilst 
also improving the connectivity and wayfinding 
throughout the station and its immediate 
surroundings. However, the question arises as to 
whether this newly clad station has been designed 
well enough to aid the navigation problems of the 
past? If not, how can this be further developed to 
truly turn New Street Grand Central into an efficient 
and excellent example of a transit space.



1 GROUP RESEARCH
WAYFINDING ISSUES

Left | Navigating around New Street Station
Right| Dark Spaces within the Station

In order to assess the wayfinding throughout 
New Street Station, as a group, we completed a 
number of research techniques and took several 
observations to get an insight into the stations 
successes and failures. 

Our research consisted of:
-Wayfinding points of interest; such as toilets

-Wayfinding to the immediate surroundings from 
station platforms

-Wayfinding to the platforms from external locations

-Wayfinding within the station and Grand Central 
shopping facilities

-Asking users if they knew where they were and 
where they were going, whilst using maps to aid 
this research

-Observing and videoing movement throughout the 
station



Left | New Street Entrance
Right| New Street Platform Signage

From this research, key issues began to arise. 
The signage and navigation within the station was 
very poor; it was limited in its detailing and there 
simply wasn’t enough of it. The station’s form failed 
to aid navigation with entrances and exits hard 
to distinguish. Platforms were extremely hard to 
navigate to, with a complex ordering and strange 
zoning that made navigation even harder. 

A key point was the importance that the atrium 
space held within the station. The atrium is the 
main area of light and space within the station, 
as a result users were drawn to this space and it 
was at that point that they would navigate to their 
required destination. Unfortunately, the signage 
didn’t support this which made the atrium space 
a busy area where people spent a large amount of 
time trying to navigate from. The main departure 
and arrivals information is also given within the 
atrium space which again added to the crowded 
nature of this space.

Following this research, it became apparent to me 
that a great issue is created through navigation 
towards the platforms. It’s far too complex to find 
the platforms and this leads to a situation in which 
many people are spending too long in the atrium 
space trying to find where their platform is thus 
causing crowding and collisions of routes.



2PRECEDENTS
WAYFINDING

East London Technology Hub
Electrical Circuit Inspired Graphics



The Barbican Centre, London
Bold and Striking Way Finding Navigation



3INITIAL CONCEPT
INDIVIDUAL PLATFORM 
WAYFINDING

Individual Signage and Tracks to each Platform



Top Left | Plan
Bottom Left | Elevation

Top Right | Section
Bottom Right | Platform Signage Colour 

Co-ordination

INDIVIDUAL 
PLATFORM SIGN 
DESIGN
SIGNAGE FOR THE ATRIUM 
SPACE



INITIAL PLAN
INDIVIDUAL PLATFORM 
WAYFINDING

Sketch Floor Plan
Routes of Navigation



5DEVELOPED CONCEPT
PLATFORM GROUPING 
+ ENTRANCE SIGNAGE 
INTEGRATION

Sketch Floor Plan
Simplifying Routes of Navigation

There are four distinct platform groupings within 
New Street Station:

- Platforms 1-5B + 4C (Red Region)
- Platforms 6-12B (Green Region)
- Platforms 1-5A (Yellow Region)
- Platforms 6-12A (Blue Region)

By spliting the navigation down to these four 
distinct groups the wayfinding system becomes 
much more simple and efficient.



DEVELOPING SIGNAGE
FLOOR GRAPHICS

Floor Graphics
Navigating to the Four Distinct Platform Areas



PLATFORM SIGNAGE
COLOUR CODED GRAPHICS

Colour Co-ordinated Signage
Consistent Colours used for the Full Route



GRAND CENTRAL 
VISUALS
ENTRANCE + ATRIUM VIEWS

Entrance Floor Graphics
Aiding Navigation upon Entry







6FINAL CONCEPT
FOUR CORNERS CONCEPT

Left | Four Platform Groupings in Plan with Revised 
Platform Numbers
Right| Using the Structure to Aid Navigation

Further expanding on the four groups of platforms, 
there are essentially four corners to the atrium 
space which define these four zones. By integrating 
the roof structure into the navigation system, 
the floor graphics become much easier to follow 
and the atrium spaces begins to have distinctive 
corners rather than it all looking the same. The 
colour will wrap around the structure of the four 
corner columns so the colour coding can be seen 
throughout the station.

I am further proposing a revision of the platform 
ordering system too. Currently with A, B + C 
platforms it becomes confusing and misleading. 
I intend to stick to numbers and simply number 
the platforms from 1 to 25. This will aid with floor 
graphics as they too can become much simpler in 
their design.

1-6

7-13

14-18

19-25





VISUALLY IMPARED 
INTEGRATION
TACTILE MAPS WITH BRAILLE

Tactile Map
A Three Dimensional Map to aid the Visually 
Impaired

My proposed colour coded wayfinding system will 
need further support for those who are visually 
impaired. In order to aid this, I intend to introduce 
tactile maps into the station. These maps will aid 
the sense of touch to help those who are visually 
impaired navigate throughout the station. Whilst 
using braille on the maps to further ensure that 
clear and concise information is being relayed to all 
users. As well as responding to the sense of touch 
these maps will further remain consistent with the 
colour coding and numbering of platforms. This 
will further support the floor graphics and colouring 
of the atrium structure.



FINAL CONCEPT 
VISUALS
ENTRANCE + ATRIUM VIEWS

Entrance Floor Graphics
Simplicity through Revised Platform Numbers









Colour Co-Ordinated Atrium
All Wayfinding Features Combining to aid 
Navigation to each Platform
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7 WAYFINDING 
SUMMARY

My proposed Wayfinding system will help to eliminate the issues raised within the initial group work and 
research. The combination of the floor graphics, tactile maps, bold signage and the colour coded atrium 
structure will ensure that navigation towards each platform is clear and efficient. 

Through improving the efficiency of the stations navigation, the atrium space will become far less crowded 
and this will further allow the station and its users space to breathe. This will dramatically improve circulation 
within the station which will become much more apparent during the rush hour periods of its use. 

The proposed wayfinding system makes good use of the existing station with minimal changes required. The 
most dramatic change would be the re-numbering of the platforms however, this seem necessary due to the 
confusion that the A, B + C platforms create. 

The colour coding really helps to back up the signage that I am proposing throughout the station. This is 
a necessary feature as currently the stations signage is very inconsistent and the colour coding is next to 
useless. The colours will further enhance the ambience of the station though bringing colour into the dark and 
more confined areas of New Street Station.

Overall I think the concept has a great deal of potential and the next stage would be to further develop this bold 
navigation system to the wider surroundings. This would then address the problem of people struggling to 
navigate when arriving at the station whilst still helping those who are departing. This would further increase 
the efficiency of navigation throughout the station and potentially increase the longevity of the stations usage. 
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